This note shows a connection between the unconditionally a.e. convergence of series with independent increments and the a.e. convergence of their Burkholder transforms. Using this result, it is then proved that the L | -bounded condition of Burkholder is the best one in the class of martingales, which assures the a.e. convergence of their transforms.
The purpose of this note is to indicate a connection between a certain type of convergence of sums with independent increments and the theory of the Burkholder transforms. The random variables (r.v.) will always be real and are defined on a probability space (Ü, 9, P) . If (Yn)neN is a family of r.v. then we denote by S" = 2*=, Yk the partial sums of the series 2~=, Y"-Let us suppose now that the Y" are independent. The most powerful theorem concerning the almost everywhere (a.e.) convergence of the series '2^lY" is certainly the "three series theorem" of Kolmogorov: Theorem 1. Let (Y")"eN be a family of independent r.v. and let us define y = \Y" if\Y"\<C,
where C is a positive number. The series 2*=, Yn converges a.e. if and only if 2?-,/> { Yn * Yn), 2ÏL,£(F") and 2".,Var"( Yn) converge.
If, in this theorem, we replace 2™=XE(Y") by 2"_,|£(F")|, then we get a stronger result: The a.e. convergence of 2"_, Yn is now replaced by the a.e. convergence of 2¡j°=, Yn for each rearrangement ( Yn )keN of ( Yn)"fSN. In this case, we will say that 2^=|y" is unconditionally a.e. convergent. We now recall the definition of the Burkholder transform. Let (Y")nfEN and (V")n£N be two families of r.v. such that sup"6A,| Vn\ < 1 (a.e.) and for each n in N, V" is measurable with respect to the a-algebra generated by { Yx, Y2, . . . , Yn_x}. The process (T")neN, where T" = ~2"k = xVkYk, is called the (Burkholder) transform of (Sn)nsN, Sn = 2?=,!^, by the family of multipliers (V")"eN.
Burkholder proved that if (Sn)nBN is an L,-bounded martingale (i.e. suPneN^l^nl < °°)> men eacn °f its transforms is a.e. convergent. We now ask the following question: Is the condition supn(ENE\Sn\ < oo the optimal condition in the class of martingales which assures the a.e. convergence of their transforms? The answer is yes and we shall prove it for a simple subclass. We will now look at the transforms of a series with independent increments, because, when they are centered, the partial sums form a martingale.
Theorem 2. Let (Yn)"eN be a family of independent r.v. The two following properties are equivalent:
(a) 2"_, Yn converges unconditionally a.e.;
(b) every Burkholder transform of1¡™=xYn is a.e. convergent.
Proof. We first prove that (b) implies (a). According to Theorem 1, 2?_,7>{î; * Yn), 2~=,7±(F") and 2~=,Var(T") converge. Let us choose a family of constant multipliers, V" = sign E(Yn), n G N, and define f = ¡KYn *\vmYm\-\rm\<c,
where C is the number appearing in the definition of Yn. It is clear that Y" = VnYn, and according to hypothesis (b) and Theorem 1,
converges. The proof is complete.
To prove that (a) implies (b), we first assume that the r.v. are symmetric. In this case, the r.v. Yn are centered and the corresponding partial sums form a martingale. By Theorem 1, this martingale converges in quadratic mean and is then L,-bounded. The Burkholder theorem completes the proof.
To do the general case, let us consider a family (Cn)neN of constant multipliers. We then have OO 00 2 7>{cny"^c"r"} = ^p{y"^y"}, which implies the convergence of the three series in the left members. This shows that the theorem is also true when the multipliers are constant r.v. Let us now introduce an independent copy (Y¿)neN of (Y")n£N. The r.v. (Yn -Yñ)ne\ are symmetric and defined on (fi ® fi', 9 ® 9', P ® P'), and the series 2"=,(y,, -y"') is unconditionally P <8> P'-a.e. convergent. Let (Vn)neN be a family of multipliers defined on (£2, 9, P). We extend these r.v. to (ß ® ß', 9 <S> ff', P (E> /") in writing Vn(u>, u') = K"(u), for each (<o, w') in ß <8> ß', and it is clear that the new r.v. are still multipliers. The symmetry of (Y" -rD.mii imPlies the P®P'-**-convergence of VZ.XVH(YH -Y'n).
Furthermore, according to our previous result, for each to in a set of probability 1, the unconditional P'-a.e. convergence of 2"_iT"' implies the P'-a.e. convergence of 2™_,Knyn'. From these two facts, we conclude the P-a.e. convergence of 2"_, Vn Yn.
We now return to the martingale problem with the following amusing theorem:
Theorem 3. Let (Y")nSN be a family of independent centered r.v., each taking at most two values. The unconditional a.e. convergence of 1l™_xYn is equivalent to sup"eA,£(|2*_,l*|) < oo.
Proof. According to Burkholder's theorem and Theorem 2, the sufficiency is obvious. Let us prove the necessity. If the r.v. are uniformly bounded, then it is well known that 2"_,Tn is convergent in quadratic mean and the result again follows from Burkholder's theorem and Theorem 2. We will then assume that we are not in this situation and we will write (a" with probability/>", "
\bn with probability 1 -pn.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that for each n in N, \an\ > \bn\ and 0 < pn < 1. Let us define
where C is a positive number, and consider the set A = {« G N\P ( Yn = Yn) = 1), which according to our previous assumption is a proper subset of N. Theorem 1 implies the mean quadratic convergence of 2n(E/1 Y" and therefore supneNE(\2k£A.x<k<aY"\) < oo. On the other hand, the inequality \a"\ > \b"\ implies that for each n in Ac:
where e" is either 0 or bn. For each n in the set B = [n E A c\cn = 0}, we have p{ Y" ^ Yn) = 1 and, according to Theorem 1, 2"",P{ Y" J* ?"} < oo. The conclusion is that B is finite, and therefore there exists n0 E N such that for each n in Ac and n > n0, we have -Í 0 with probability/?,,, " \b" with probability \ -p".
The unconditional a.e. convergence of 2™=xYn implies 2^=,|£'(>v2)| < oo.
Due to the fact that E(Yn) = 0 we have 2?_,|£(FB)| = 2"e/(c|£(FB)|> and o" = bn((p"-\)/p"). Therefore 00 i -i 2 \b"\(\ -/>")= 2 \e{y")\< CO, It is clear that the last theorem cannot be true for general r.v. The following example shows that it is wrong if the variables take three values.
Example The series 2~=, Yn is then unconditionally a.e. convergent. On the other hand, for each n > 2, E\Yn\ = 1, and so the series does not converge in L,. But the family (2J=1y/t)"eAr is a martingale with independent increments, and it is well known that in this case, sup^^T^S^,,^!) < co is equivalent to its convergence in Lx. We conclude that supneNE(\^,nk=xYk\) = co.
Conclusion. Theorem 3 shows that the L,-bounded condition is the best one in the class of martingales which assures the a.e. convergence of their Burkholder transforms. On the other hand, the example shows that there exist non-L,-bounded martingales whose transforms are a.e. convergent.
